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Abstract 
 
One way to secure identity over the Internet and other channels is to use digital signatures. 
Since this area is often used in contact with banks, we have during our work co-operated with 
Nordea IT. In order for customers to use a digital signature whenever they wish to, a way of 
making them mobile is required. 
 
In our thesis we give an overall understanding of digital signatures and how they can be used. 
Our main goal is trying to find out what technique customers want to use for carrying their 
digital signature and if information positively affects customers’ will to use the new service. 
 
We have found theories about the customers from literature, articles and Nordea IT. The most 
important theories state the importance of listening to customers and the importance of 
creating a trust between bank and customer. 
 
The main method used for the investigation is a questionnaire. This questionnaire is used to 
find out public opinions regarding the use of digital signatures. 
 
As seen from the result of our investigation most theories about the customers are confirmed. 
The answers from the questionnaire showed that it is important that the technique fulfils the 
customers’ desire. Every other person could consider using digital signatures, if the number of 
uncertain can be convinced. From those who are negative or uncertain, one fifth are affected 
by information from the bank. The importance of information about security and bank 
policies is thus also confirmed. 
 
Both the choices of technique and the information positively affects customers’ will to use 
digital signatures. 
 
Key words 
Digital signatures, carrying technique, information, customer-driven development. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Background 
 
The Internet is growing rapidly. More and more people get connected every day and start to 
explore and use the simple solutions that Internet can provide. As a result of this, more people 
start using Internet for payments and transactions through banks and purchasing items on the 
Internet. In order for this to work properly and secure, some sort of reliable security solution 
must be used, to verify that the person using the services is authorised to do that. 
 
One of the security solutions used today is called “digital signatures”, and is widely spread 
over the Internet. As more and more ways of communicating and performing business evolve, 
a way to make digital signatures mobile is desirable. 
 
In this thesis we have co-operated with Nordea IT, which is a service unit within the Nordea 
group. The Nordea group consists of a number of banks situated in the Nordic countries. The 
most known are Merita in Finland and Nordbanken in Sweden. The area of digital signatures 
is of greatest importance to banks in order to provide secure services. 
  
 
1.2 Problem definition 
 
The introduction of digital signatures with multipurpose (different services) means that a 
customer needs a way to carry his/her signature. In order for the customer to feel comfortable 
with this carrier, the carrier needs to suit the customers’ demands. If the customer is not 
satisfied with the carrier, then he/she will not use it. 
 
We also face the problem of customers hesitating to use digital signatures. Do they really 
want to use one? There are many factors that matter, not only the way the signature is carried 
by the customer, but several customers also need information regarding security from the 
bank. For example, who is to blame for potential loss of money? Can a rigorous campaign of 
information from the bank perhaps solve the problem of convincing hesitating customers? 
 
 
1.3 Purpose 
 
The purpose with this thesis is to investigate the area of digital signatures and different 
techniques that could be used to carry a digital signature. This subject is very important today 
and that is why it’s very interesting for us. This area is also very important for companies that 
use or want to use digital signatures. 
 
Another purpose is to investigate digital signatures from the customers’ perspective. We want 
to find out what technique the customers prefer, which channels they want to use and what 
services the customers are interested in when using digital signatures. The purpose with our 
thesis could be summarised in three points: 
 
•  Examine the subject of digital signatures in order to give an introduction to our work. 
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•  Examine the usage of digital signatures from the customers’ perspective, including different 
carriers and channels, and the impact of information about different techniques to the 
customers. 
 
•  Present a result that can be used by a company. 
 
 
1.4 Hypothesis 
 
“If the bank offers a service for digital signing and identification with a technique that fulfils 
the customers’ desire, and gives information about security and policies, then customers’ will 
to use the service can increase.” 
 
1.4.1 Input variables 
Technique: Different devices that the customer can use to “carry” his/her digital signature. 
Such devices are for example cards with a chip (credit card, regular ID-card, an additional 
card), or additional chip in a cellular phone. 
 
Information about security and policies: The customers can receive information about the 
security behind the technique and about policies decided by the bank regarding the technique. 
We assume that the information is detailed and sufficient. 
 
1.4.2 Output variable 
Customers will: The customers’ will to use the new service. At the starting point all customers 
are uncertain whether to use the service or not. At the introduction of the service the 
customers’ will can either increase or stay unchanged. 
 
1.4.3 Relationship 
The relationship between the variables is the increase of customers’ will, which is dependant 
on how well the technique is suited to customers’ desires and if they receive any information 
about the security and about policies. If the customers’ will “can increase”, that is equal to if 
they can consider to start using the new service. 
 
 
1.5 Questions at issue 
 
During our work we address a number of questions, related to the problem definition. Our 
thesis will answer these questions: 
 
•  Does the customer want to replace their ordinary signature with a digital alternative? 
 
•  Can information about digital signatures and company policy positively affect customers’ 
attitude regarding the use of digital signing and identification? 
 
•  What technique for digital signatures do customers want to use to prove their identity and 
supply their digital signature? 
 
•  What channels for digital signing and identification are most requested by customers? 
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1.6 Method 
 
We will use different techniques and methods for different purposes and parts of the thesis: 
 
•  Literature reading: is going to be used to supply us with information on the concept of 
digital signatures and for theories about the customers and the different techniques. For this 
purpose we are also going to use Internet sites and articles, since it is a changing area that 
needs information that is up-to-date. 
 
•  Discussion: with Martin Ogarp, our contact person within Nordea IT, in order to gather 
facts for the case study. The discussion took place in Stockholm 20 April 2001, when we 
visited Nordea IT. It was an open discussion with some predefined discussion areas. 
 
•  Description: will be used in the first part (technical part) that provides the reader with a 
brief introduction to digital signatures and biometrics. The method is simply to describe the 
reality, and known facts. 
 
•  Case Study: used for an introduction to Nordea IT and includes an explanation of why we 
have co-operated with them. The Case Study is also the method for finding out the bank’s 
theories about the customers. 
 
•  Questionnaire: is the method chosen for finding out public opinions. 
 
•  Hypothesis testing: is the method to either verify or falsify the hypothesis.  
 
1.6.1 The Questionnaire  
 
Extent and design 
The questionnaire consists of 13 questions that are designed by us with a little help from 
Martin Ogarp at Nordea IT. The questionnaire is used to perform the telephone interviews. 
The interviews will be done by a company specialised in this and will be asked to about 500 
randomly selected persons. Some of them are customers to Nordea but not all, however all the 
respondents can be considered being potential customers. No information is given to the 
respondents besides the introduction given before the actual question (See appendix A). 
 
The first questions are used to categorise the interviewed persons. Question number 9 can also 
be used for categorisation. This will be helpful for us when analysing the answers received, 
and trying to draw conclusions. The rest of the questions are related to our questions at issue 
and our hypothesis. There are no leading questions in the questionnaire, and all the multiple-
choice questions are designed according to standards. This means that there are always a 
neutral option, and a possibility to express the opinion ”uncertain” or ”no opinion”. Some of 
the questions have pre-defined answers, while others have so-called ”open answers”, which 
let the interviewed person answer with his own words. 
 
Work up 
The questionnaire will be examined and answers will be divided into categories, according to 
the questions. The questionnaire relates to the questions at issue, our theories and our 
hypothesis. This connection helps us examine our theories. Some of the questions will help us 
draw parallels in the discussion chapter. 
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Since a specialised company will perform the interviews, we are not going to look at 
reduction. 
 
 
1.7 Target audience 
 
Our primary target groups are Nordea, and companies co-operating with Nordea. Other 
companies and persons interested in carriers for digital signatures (for example in e-
commerce) might be interested. Since we include a chapter for a brief understanding on the 
concept of digital signatures, persons with general interest in digital signatures might also be 
potential readers. 
 
 
1.8 Goal 
 
The goal is to find out what technique the customer prefer in order to identify the person and 
to carry his/her digital signature. We also want to find out if customers’ will to adapt to new 
techniques are dependent on the information and technique variables described in our 
hypothesis. In other words, we want to either verify or falsify our hypothesis. 
 
Our goal is also to try to answer the questions mentioned in “Questions at issue” in such a 
way so that Nordea IT can use our thesis in future strategies. Other organisations or 
companies may also be interested in this thesis in order to consider digital signatures as a 
security solution and to consider different techniques. 
 
 
1.9 Delimitation 
 
In our thesis we are going to work in the area of IT and security. Since we have chosen to 
concentrate on digital signatures and different techniques to carry signatures, there are some 
pieces of the security concept we will not look into. These are virus, intrusion, firewalls, 
SSL1, algorithms for encryption and crypto analysis. 
 
The juridical aspect of digital signatures is a wide area. In our work we shortly describe the 
Swedish law and how digital signatures are legally bound. 
 
Regarding digital signatures we are focusing on identification of persons through different 
channels based on the Internet. The ways of identification we are looking further into are PKI 
(public key infrastructure) and certificates. On the concept of PKI we give an introduction of 
how it works. On the concept of certificates we explain what it is and give some useful 
information for further reading. However, we are not going too deep into this area, but rather 
supplying the reader with an introduction and brief understanding on the concept of digital 
signatures. 
 
In the area of biometrics we avoid going to deep into the subject, since we only want to give 
an understanding of possible complements to digital signatures. 

1 SSL is short for Secure Sockets Layer 
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1.9.1 Environment variables 
In our hypothesis we examine information and technique, and how customers’ will to use a 
new service is related to them. Since we focus on these two input-variables, it is important to 
point out that these two might not be the only things that actually can affect customers’ will. 
Therefore we want to give a description of other possible variables, so-called environment 
variables, that also might have an affect on customers’ will. 
 
Price 
In our thesis we assume that the price for a service like this is equivalent to the average price 
paid for other services from the bank (approx. 100-200 SEK annual), for example credit card 
or Internet banking. The price will therefore not particularly affect the customers’ will to use 
the new technique. 
 
Security 
We assume that systems used for this service are secure systems that can resist most attacks. 
Banks have high security systems in use today, and will continue to maintain this high level of 
security for the new service. 
 
Usability 
Furthermore we assume that the usability for a service of this kind corresponds to the usability 
of an ordinary signature. This means that the service can replace the usage of an ordinary 
signature, in all situations that the customers use it today. 
 
Availability 
The demands for gaining access to a service like this should correspond to the demands that 
today exists for customers to open an account within the bank and gain access to Internet 
banking. The availability is therefore also assumed to be constant and will not change the 
customers’ will to use it. 
 
Simplicity 
The solution should be easy to use, and have the same degree of difficulty as using an 
ordinary credit card. 
 
1.9.2 Discussion about variables 
All of the environment variables presented above are things that affect customers’ will to use 
the new service, but in the same way all the time. We assume that they are constant and will 
not affect the outcome that the customers’ will to use the service increases or not. 
 
Desirable would have been to investigate all possible variables but the number must be 
limited somewhere. Since the time is short we have decided to only focus on two issues. We 
have chosen to concentrate on information to customers’ regarding security and policies, and 
the choice of technique. A discussion can be made though, whether we have chosen to focus 
on the most significant variables or not. We think that the choice of technique and the 
information to the customers are the most important issues, but another person may claim that 
this is not correct. The reason why we choose these two variables is mainly because they are 
factors that the bank can influence in a great extent and they are both factors that the bank is 
interested in. Another reason is that security for example, is widely discussed in the context of 
digital signatures and is also often discussed within media. For us though, it is a matter of 
course that the security is important and that is why we have chosen not to focus on that issue. 
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Issues that have not been discussed as much are customers’ choice of technique and the 
impact of information to the customers. The choice of technique as a variable was made 
because the possibility for the customers to choose a technique that suits their needs, is a more 
important issue according to us. The other variable information is also important. We think 
that information to customers is vital and is often underestimated. In order to build up the trust 
that is needed between bank and customer, we think that information about security and 
policies is of vital importance for the customers’ will to use a service. 
 
When it comes to the environment variables, specified in the previous chapter, a discussion 
regarding the validity in our thesis with those variables in mind should be made. 
 
The price is surely something that will affect customers’ will to use new services. If the price 
in the future will be high above what customers’ are willing to pay (for example more then 
500 SEK over specified), this might have a very negative effect on customers’ will. 
 
When it comes to the usability, we assume that the service can replace an ordinary signature. 
This is an assumption from us, and can be incorrect. The conclusion we reach might not be 
valid in case the usability will be less than specified. Possible reasons why usability would be 
less then specified, are for example lack of extension of suitable networks to thinly populated 
areas. Another reason might be that the number of terminals2 installed would be less than 
expected, due to the cost of these. 
 
The last environment variable that should be evaluated is the simplicity. If a service is too 
difficult to use for the average customer, there might be the possibility that he hesitate to use 
it. 
 
The environment variables chosen in the previous chapter are the most common. Other could 
also be considered, but according to us those are the most significant to mention. However 
there are surely other things that affect the customers’ will, but in a small way that is not 
affecting the outcome significantly and is therefore not included in our work. 
 
 
1.10 Structure of the report 
 
This thesis contains three main parts. The first one is about digital signatures, PKI, digital 
certificates and biometrics and its purpose is to give an introduction to the area and the 
underlying technique. The underlying technique is in most cases the same for every carrying 
techniques and a technical explanation of these techniques are thus unnecessary. The second 
part is focused on the customer and highlights their view on digital signatures and different 
solutions for carrying digital signatures. The third and last part is a case study on Nordea IT. 
We look at the company’s perspective and their theories about the customers. 
 
In the analysis and discussion part we present the answers from the questionnaire and discuss 
them in the context of the theories and our own opinion. The important issue concerning 
validity is also discussed. In the summary and conclusion we try to summarise our work and 
draw conclusions from the result. 

2 With terminals we mean all devices that digital signatures can be used with, e.g. terminals in supermarkets. 
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2. Digital signatures 
 
 
2.1 What is a digital signature? 
 
A digital signature consists of several pieces, that combined create a way of encrypt 
messages, securing identification and prevent altering of messages. Ideally, this is all handled 
by applications, and the line of action is described below, in a simplified form. 
 
A checksum of the message is produced, that has the purpose of preventing altering of the 
message, since any change, even a minor one, would produce a non-valid checksum.  
 
The message is encrypted with some kind of encryption technique, for example PGP (Pretty 
Good Privacy). PGP is an encryption alternative, based on the PKI-technique described 
below. 
 
Now, we have an encrypted message, and an encrypted checksum. The only way to decrypt 
the message is using the correct key (the key that correspond to the key encrypting the 
information), and therefore the message can safely be sent over the Internet. When the 
message reaches the intended receiver, he decrypts the checksum and the message, and 
creates a new checksum for the decrypted message. If the new checksum is identical to the 
one included with the message, the receiver can be sure that the message has not been 
altered.3 
 
But we are still facing major problems, the fact that we still don’t know whom the owner of 
the key-pair is. In order to find out this, we introduce the concept of certificates, which bind a 
pair of keys to a physical person. See more in chapter 2.3. 
 
 
2.2 PKI 
 
2.2.1 What is PKI? 
PKI is short for Public Key Infrastructure, and is the name for a technique using keys for 
symmetric encryption or asymmetric encryption.4 This, combined with certificates, is used to 
create digital signatures. 
 
There are two types of encryption techniques using keys, symmetric and asymmetric 
encryption. The choice of what technique to use depends on several factors, such as speed, 
computational power and cost. 
 
2.2.2 Symmetric encryption 
In symmetric encryption, the same key is used both to encrypt and decrypt messages between 
the corresponding parties. This is a fast and computationally speaking cheap technique for 
encryption. However, it is not as safe as asymmetric encryption. 
 

3 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/signaturer.shtml 
4 http://www.pki-forum.com 
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2.2.3 Asymmetric encryption 
Asymmetric encryption is a more expensive5 way of encrypting messages, but is a lot safer 
then symmetric.6 In asymmetric encryption, two different keys are used for encryption and 
decryption. Both sender and receiver have a unique pair of keys. One key of the pair is a 
public key, that can bee seen and retrieved by anyone wishing to have it. The other one is the 
holders’ personal, private key, which is known just to him. The two keys are related to each 
other closely, so that a message encrypted with the public key can only be decrypted with the 
corresponding private key (i.e. the private key in the key-pair). The other way around, a 
message encrypted with a private key, can only be decrypted with the corresponding public 
key. 
 
The disadvantage with this approach is that it is computationally expensive. To avoid this, 
asymmetric and symmetric encryption can be combined.7 Sender and receiver that wish to 
share encrypted messages but don’t share a key for symmetric encryption, can use asymmetric 
encryption at first. After exchanging a key for symmetric encryption, with usage of 
asymmetric encryption, they can start using symmetric encryption, which is faster. In this 
way, they have secured the transportation of the symmetric key over the Internet, and can 
therefore be sure that no one else can decrypt their messages, when they start using symmetric 
encryption. 
 
Since both keys belong to a single person, we now have an effective way of securing two 
different aspects. 
 
1. Securing that the message is from the right person.  
The sender encrypting the message with his private key does this. Since only he holds the 
private key, anyone decrypting it with the corresponding public key can be assured that the 
message was sent from the correct person. 
 
2. Securing that only the intended receiver may view the message. 
If a person wishes to send a private message to someone, he just encrypts the message with 
the intended receivers’ public key. Since such a message can only be decrypted using the 
corresponding private key, he can be sure that no one else will be able to decrypt it. 
 
These to can be combined, to create a secure communication. If person A wishes to exchange 
messages with person B, he can encrypt the message with his own private key, and with 
person B’s public key. In this way, when person B decrypts the message with his private key, 
and with person A’s public key, he can be sure that it was originated from person A, and that 
nobody else could have read it.8 
 
2.2.4 How secure is the key? 
The length of the key is relevant to how secure the key is. A longer key is harder to break than 
a shorter one. Unfortunately, longer keys require more computational power, so an adjustment 
has to be made when choosing the technique for encryption. There are certain rules and laws 
regarding exportation of keys between countries, but for asymmetric keys (used for digital 

5 With “expensive” here, we mean that the computationally power needed, is higher then with symmetric 
encryption. 
6 http://www.pki-forum.com/intro/krypto.shtml 
7 Gail L. Grant “Understanding Digital Signatures” (McGraw-Hill, Inc 1998) p. 33 
8 Ibid. 
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signatures), 512 bits or 1024 bits is most common.9 It is of greatest importance that a user 
keeps his private key to himself, otherwise the length of the key does not matter. The key is 
still in the wrong hands. Key pair should be replaced continuously, especially if the keys are 
often in use. 
 
 
2.3 Digital certificates 
 
An important issue when using digital signatures is how a public key can be associated to a 
correspondence outside the digital world. The key must be associated to a specific person, a 
company or an organisation. A third party that certifies that an association exists makes the 
association with a digital certificate.10 
 
2.3.1 What is a digital certificate? 
According to the Swedish law (2000:832) about digital signatures, the definition of a 
certificate is that the certificate electronically associates the verifying data from a signature, to 
the physical person who signed it and defines his/her identity. To further explain this, a 
certificate is an electronic record, which contains a public key and confirms that the 
prospective signer, identified in the certificate, holds the corresponding private key. The 
principal function is therefore to bind a key pair to a subscriber.11 
 
2.3.2 Certificate Authority 
A third party that issues a certificate is called ”Certificate Authority” or ”CA”. In order to 
assure both message and identity authenticity of the certificates, the certification authority 
digitally signs them.12 
 
The primary functions of the CA are usually to accept applications for certificates, verify the 
identity of the person or company applying for the certificate, to issue certificates, revoke 
certificates and finally to provide status information about the certificates that it has issued. 
 
A certificate authority could be a division within a company, a public authority or a service at 
an external company. It is important however that the users have confidence for the 
companies that provide these services.13 Often there is a hierarchy of authorities. In order to 
certify the trustworthiness of a CA, another authority, higher in the hierarchy, certifies that the 
CA is allowed to issue certificates and can be trusted. This creates a chain of trust. The root 
CA is an institution trusted by the community, such as the government. 
 
A very well known certificate authority on the Internet is the company Verisign. In Sweden 
the Post provides CA services in combination with smart cards14, which at the same time 
works as ID cards. The bank Nordea also certifies electronic ID cards. Telia E-commerce 
started a CA service in autumn 1998.15 
  

9 http://www.pki.forum.com/intro/krypto.shtml 
10 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/cert.shtml 
11 http://www.abanet.org/scitech/ec/isc/dsg-tutorial.html 
12 Ibid. 
13 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/cert.shtml 
14 http://www.polko.se/digicert.html 
15 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/ordlista.shtml 
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2.3.3 What a digital certificate contains 
A CA can issue many different types of certificates for example for web servers owned by a 
certain company. 
 
The certificate needs to contain information, which often follows a standard. The most 
common standard is the ISO16 standard X.509v3. The information includes name, address and 
other administrative data but also the user’s public key. The CA then states its own 
administrative data, for example how you can reach the CA for control of the certificate, and 
the period of validity. Then all this is signed with the CA: s own key pair.17 
 
Certificates are always time-stamped and cease to function after a given period. At that time 
the user should change his or her keys and certify a new key pair.18 
 
2.3.4 Issuing a digital certificate 
Here is a brief description of how the digital certificates are issued. 
 
•  In the first step the keys must be generated by the user’s system or by the CA. A smart card 
or a special hardware box could also generate the key pair. 
•  Then the user’s identity must be verified. There are many different levels of this 
verification and many different ways to manage this. 
•  After this the CA can create a certificate. The certificate is created when the CA signs the 
certificate information including the applicant’s public key. 
 
When the key pair has been generated and the certificate with the ownership of the key pair 
has been completed, they are loaded into an application that will use them.19 
 
2.3.5 Certificate management and policies 
When a certificate has been created the user begins to use it. The CA must support functions 
that are related to the certificates. 
 
First it must be possible to search after a certificate that belongs to a specific person or 
organisation. Second, the user needs to be able to inform the CA if a certificate is lost. Then 
the CA can revoke the certificate so that it is no longer valid. Third, the CA also can suspend 
a certificate, which means that it is invalid for a period of time. The CA also must provide 
lists that show the status of the certificates. Users may want to check that a certificate is still 
valid and that it has not been revoked or suspended. CRL, “Certificate Revocation Lists” are 
often used and they contain information about the certificates from a CA that have not yet 
expired, but are no longer valid.20 When a certificate is revoked, the information about that 
should be spread as fast as possible in order to prevent the receiver accepting the keys.21 
 
A CPS, or ”Certification Practise Statement”, describes how the verifying is managed, which 
routines are used and how the keys are handled. These routines are very important when 
considering the certificate authorities and their services. 

16 ISO is short for International Organization for Standardization. 
17 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/cert.shtml 
18 Ibid. /pki.shtml 
19 Gail L. Grant “Understanding Digital Signatures” (McGraw-Hill, Inc 1998) p. 45-46 
20 Ibid. p. 51-52 
21 http://www.intranetica.com/intranetica/kds/pki.shtml 
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The cryptography keys must continuously be updated in order to decrease the risk of 
attacks.22 
 
 
2.4 Biometrics – a complement to digital signatures 
 
Biometrics is a technique for individual identity verification. It is based on identifying 
individuals according to unique biological factors, such as fingers, eyes, faces, voices etc.  
This is a good complement to digital signatures, since biometrics can replace the verification 
part, for example a PIN23-code for a smart card or passwords to network access.  
 
In this chapter we will present some of the methods for biometrics that are most commonly 
discussed today.24  
 
2.4.1 Fingerprint scanning 
Fingerprint scanning is a method that is best suited for controlled situations (e.g. within office, 
for network access control). The method is depending on a qualitative live scan of the 
fingerprint, and that is why it might not be suited for a harsh environment. 
 
The scanner creates a live scan of the fingerprint, and processes it to a binary fingerprint 
image. This image is the run with a matching algorithm that compares the image with an 
individual reference template. The algorithm search for similarities in relative positions of 
ridges, forks, islands, crossovers and other details. 
 
2.4.2 Hand geometry 
Hand geometry is best suited for physical access control or likewise, due to the physical size 
of a device for hand scanning.  
 
The hand-scanning device is a complex machine that creates a three-dimensional view of a 
person’s hand. After determining geometry and metrics (finger length, height etc.) the image 
is processed by algorithms, and then compared to hand templates. 
 
2.4.3 Iris scanning 
An iris scanning device capture an image of the eye, and process the image. This processing is 
in order to separate the iris from pupil and white tissue of the eye, and find suitable zones of 
the iris to analyse. The application within the device provides information about spatial 
frequency of details in the image sectors that can be used for this purpose. This information is 
used to produce an iris code, which is used by the matching algorithm. 
 
Iris scanning is considered a more secure (less risk of false accepts). This makes iris scanning 
suited for high-security systems. 
 
2.4.4 Retina scanning 
Like iris scanning, retina scanning uses the eye for identification. The scanning device let a 
light source scan the unique pattern of blood vessels at the retina (located on the back of the 

22 Mikael Ricknäs “PKI-nyckeln till en säker framtid” (Computer Sweden 1998-10-15) 
23 PIN is short for Personal Identification Number 
24 Julian Ashbourn “Biometrics” (Springer-Verlag 2000) p. 45-64 
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eyeball). After processing the image, 192 references in the pattern are used to perform the 
matching process. 
2.4.5 Facial recognition 
Facial recognition is the method for recognition from characteristics in the face. Like the other 
methods, facial recognition has a reference template, when matching these characteristics. An 
individual that wishes to identify himself, request the system to fetch their stored image for 
example bye providing a PIN-code or using a card or likewise. The live image is captured and 
processed, and the system detects edges of the head against the background. After the stored 
image has been retrieved and the live scan is captured and processed, the system match this 
image to the live sample captured by the scanner. This is done by locating and matching 
features within a grid. 
 
2.4.6 Voice recognition 
Voice recognition is method that is more depending on the right circumstances when 
capturing the live sample. The method is more sensitive to external distortions. However, 
devices for capturing samples can be made to be more distinctive when used. 
 
The live sample is recorded, and compared to a stored reference template. The principle here 
is that physical construction of an individual’s voice is a combination of vocal chords, vocal 
tract, plate, teeth, sinuses and tissue within the mouth. This means we have a unique 
waveform for an individual voice, and is used in the matching process. 
 
One advantage with voice recognition, is the ability to use it remotely, via for example a 
mobile phone. A disadvantage is the fact that a voice sample can be copied onto a tape. 
However, to achieve a quality that can be used, professional studio equipment is required. 
 
 
2.5 Summary 
 
Encryption using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is an easy and safe way of handling 
authentication, and combined with certificates they prevent altering of messages. There are 
different ways of encryption, asymmetric and symmetric, both with advantages and 
disadvantages. Often, the two techniques are combined in order to use them more efficiently.  
 
The certificate is the basis, the association between a key pair, which can be used for secure 
email, cryptography or identifying, and a juridical object. Thus, the value of the certificate is 
very important. 
 
Certificates and keys are used together, to create a digital signature. Today digital signatures 
are often used on the Internet to make sure that five important issues are covered and those are 
authentication, authorisation, privacy, data integrity and non-repudiation. 
 
Biometrics is a possibility for verification and can function as a complement to digital 
signatures. For example, they can be used instead of a PIN-code. Common methods are 
fingerprint scanning, hand geometry, iris or retina scanning, facial recognition and voice 
verification. 
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3. Customers 
 
 
Customers are the basis for any business. In order to get new and keep old customers in the 
digital signature business, several aspects must be considered. Today, developers tend to 
focus on whether it is technologically possible or not, and pay less attention to the willingness 
to use the new systems.25 In this chapter we will discuss the importance of listening to 
customers, when developing and implementing a new system or process. We will also talk 
about various techniques from the customers’ point of view. 
 
 
3.1 Convenient and simple techniques 
 
The consumers prefer simple and convenient techniques.26 Today there already exist some 
techniques on the market. The important thing is to implement the technique that will be 
accepted and used by most customers. If the customers do not like a product or service, there 
will be a good chance of falling out of business.27 The importance of listening to customers is 
shown when looking at the cash card, introduced in Sweden some years ago. Even though the 
bank benefits greatly from the cash card, the customers feel that they have no use for it in it’s 
original form and therefore will not use it.28 Julian Ashbourn express similar thoughts, when 
claiming the importance of getting users involved in the process of implementing any new 
system or process.29 
 
The idealistic technique is one that can be implemented in something that customers already 
carry with them in their everyday lives. The problem is to find a solution that everyone can 
use. For example, not everyone possesses a cellular phone, so an alternative solution for those 
without it must be dealt with, if cellular phones are the main choice of technique. 
 
 
3.2 Possible alternatives 
 
A card with a chip is one technique to carry digital signatures. The chip itself contains the 
user’s digital signature including the private key and the certificate. This type of card is 
known as a Smart Card.  Whenever the user wishes to identify himself digitally, he can use 
the card. A machine that can read the card is required, a card-reader. In order for this to work, 
a PIN-code, or other verification method, has to be provided by the user.  
 
One advantage with the use of only one card for identification is the mobility. Compared to 
having the digital signature installed on a local computer, using it in a smart card can help 
persons identify themselves in other situations, besides from using a particularly computer. 
Another advantage is that instead of keeping control of several codes and/or cards for 
different systems, all access control can be integrated into the smart card. The various systems 

25 Jonas Hallberg Cambridge Technology Partners, “Taking Virtual Banking one step further: an introduction to 
WAP Nordic Banking”, Nordic Mobile Banking conference (Copenhagen 7-8 November 2000)  
26 Ingemar Burelius MeritaNordbanken, “Establishing remote payment services through WAP Banking”, Ibid. 
27 Patricia B. Seybold, ”Customers.Com, how to create a profitable business strategy for the Internet and 
beyond” (Random House, 1999) p. 19-20 
28 Krister Arledal, “Cash-kortet döfött (Computer Sweden, 1999-06-03) 
29 Julian Ashbourn “Biometrics: advanced identify verification: the complete guide” (Springer-Verlag 2000) p.83 
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themselves keep track of what access level belongs to a certain user. This way, the user needs 
only one code to identify himself to several systems. 30 
 
The disadvantage with a smart card is that like any other card (e.g. credit card) it can be stolen 
or lost. The issuer of the card must have clear policies regarding loss of card and a way for the 
user to easily inactivate the card. 
 
The card can be used for secure identification and signing in many areas. The ordinary hand-
written signature can be replaced with a card like this and still be valid and secure. There are 
alternatives though, both to have a chip and to have a card. 
 
Instead of a card, a chip can be used with a digital signature in a cellular phone. On the market 
a dual-chip exists, which is a chip that contains two chips, but today the chips belong to the 
telephone companies. 
 
Instead of a chip a possibility could be to use your voice or your finger (e.g. fingerprint). 
These techniques have the advantage that everyone in general can use them, whenever they 
want to. Fingerprint scanning and other biometrics methods are especially suited for young 
and old persons, who tends to forget their passwords.31 With the use of biometrics, this can’t 
happen. Until recently this has considered being a very secure method, since fingerprints are 
hard to imitate, but scientists at National University of Yokohama have developed artificial 
fingers. They managed to trick 86% of the systems in their tests.32 
 
 
3.3 Different channels 
 
With different channels we mean various situations in which the digital signatures can be 
used. The underlying technique for the various channels and situations are the same, namely 
digital signatures (keys and certificates). The possibility to be able to use a digital signature at 
any time is vital. Therefore the system must be designed to work over many channels. The 
more channels the customer can choose from, the more often he will be able to use his digital 
signature, and will hopefully do so when possible. Examples of such channels are: 
 
•  Internet 
•  Telephone net (cellular phone) 
•  Cash machines 
•  Service devices within stores, authorities, banks or other places. 
 
 
3.4 Trusting the bank 
 
In order for a service like this (providing legally bound digitally signature for different 
purposes) a trust relationship must be established between the bank and the customer.  
Many things has to be trusted by the customers: 
 

30 Jesper Hultqvist ”25 000 Teliaanställda får digitala signaturer” (Computer Sweden 2000-12-04) 
31 Jesper Hultqvist ”Fingeravtryck förenklar och ökar säkerheten i Rinkeby” (Computer Sweden 2001-04-20) 
32 Henrik Jacobsson Olars ”Konstgjorda fingrar förfalskar fingeravtryck” (Computer Sweden 2000-12-19) 
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•  The key and certificate management system used by the bank  
•  That the bank uses secure systems for the digital signature functions. 
•  That the bank has competent and reliable staff 
•  That the bank takes full responsibility for any loss not caused by the customer. 
 
These are all basic requirements and must be obeyed. 33 In addition to this, the customer must 
be given information about security issues and company policies. This has two positive 
effects. First, the customer can understand how the banks protect their privacy and other 
security issues.34 The second point is that this information has a positive effect on the 
customer psychologically, in that he feels secure with the bank and that the bank knows what 
they are doing. According to Gail L. Grant, one of the largest problems of trust on Internet 
today is that people do not understand it.35 This is also something that information can 
change. 
 
 
3.5 Juridical aspects 
 
One of the five important pieces that a digital signature can provide is non-repudiation. In 
some countries (e.g. Sweden, Germany) a digital signature is equivalent to an ordinary 
signature. This means, a document signed with a digital signature must surely have been 
originated from the authorised user. 
 
In Sweden, a law regarding the use of digital signatures and issuing of digital certificates was 
passed 1 January 2001. This law prescribes that the usage of a digital signature for 
identification can replace an ordinary signature in many cases.36 The law is based on a 
directive issued by the European Union, and other countries within the European Union will 
follow (in cases they have not already done so), and pass their own laws on the area. 
 
Furthermore, the law describes the usage and certificate issues between different countries. 
This is very important, since many transactions (e-commerce) take place in other countries 
than Sweden. 
 
The fact that digital signatures are legally bound is of great importance. Not only can the user 
of a digital signature feel safe when using it, but the acceptance of digital signatures for 
identification does also increase, when it is legally accepted.37 
 
 
3.6 Summary 
 
It is very important to listen to what the customers want. The technique should be convenient 
and simple in order for the customers to use it. Another important issue is the trust towards 
the bank. Information to the customers can be of great importance in order to establish that 
trust. The fact that digital signatures are legally bound also has a positive impact on 
customers’ attitude regarding the use of services that include digital signatures. 

33 Gail L. Grant “Understanding Digital Signatures” (McGraw-Hill, Inc 1998) p. 51-54 
34 Authorisation, data integrity. 
35 Gail L. Grant “Understanding Digital Signatures” (McGraw-Hill, Inc 1998) p. 24 
36 Lag (2000:832) om kvalificerade elektroniska signaturer, 17§ 
37 Maria Ottosson, “Krav på lag om digital signaturer” (Computer Sweden, 1998-11-15) 
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4. Case Study 
 
 
In this case study the bank Nordea IT is focused and the reader gets an insight into the 
company and its services and techniques. The goal of the case study is to give an 
understanding of the problems that the bank is facing, in order to know what the customers 
want.  
 
 
4.1 Background 
 
A goal for us was to find a company to co-operate with, who could use something that we 
wanted to investigate. We thought that a bank could be very interesting and appropriate, since 
the security is of vital importance for them and they often use digital signatures. We got in 
contact with Nordea IT and decided to co-operate with them. Our philosophy is that you do a 
better work if you have something to reach up to and if you know that a company is interested 
in what you do. 
 
Together with Nordea IT we decided the direction of our work. The bank wanted to find out if 
the customers wanted to use a digital signature and in what way the customers possibly want 
to use it. An example of the reason is that there are many ways of how the digital signature 
can be used or carried. In a card with a chip is one possibility, but do the customers really 
want another card? This issue is of great importance for the company since it is meaningless 
to develop something that the customers do not want to use. This mistake was done when the 
so-called cash cards came a few years ago. The customers didn’t use this product as much as 
desired. 
 
With this background we formed our thesis with focus on the customers’ perspective. Beside 
a brief introduction to the area of digital signatures we focused on the customers and what 
solutions the bank should provide to them. 
 
4.1.1 Nordea IT 
In our thesis we have co-operated with the bank Nordea and especially Nordea IT, which is a 
service unit within the bank. The company is one of the world’s largest banks on the Internet. 
It has a leading position in the market, and many resources are used to keep that position. It’s 
very important for the company to keep its customers. One of many factors is of course to 
have good security solutions that the customers can trust. 
 
Nordea IT has about 2700 employees and about 620 of those works in Sweden.38 Besides 
Stockholm there are offices in Göteborg and Sundsvall but also in the rest of the Nordic 
countries. Nordea IT works in many areas and has for example units for system development 
and card management. 
 
4.1.2 The customers 
The company has a total of 2.2 million customers on the Internet from the Nordic countries 
and over 800.000 agreements in Sweden.39 In order for customers to use the SOLO services 

38 Martin Ogarp, Nordea IT, 2001 
39 Ibid. 
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provided by the bank (described in chapter 4.2), the customer need a personal account for 
transactions. To open and maintain an account of this kind, the demand is a well kept personal 
economy, with some sort of income (wages, student support, pension). This means that 
several target groups can use the services.  
 
4.1.3 Competitive edge 
For any company, it is of vital importance to have a market and to have products with which 
they can compete with their competitors. The companies endeavour to always have a selling 
product that is competitive in the market. When the selling rate for a product decreases, 
another, new product should take over. Like this the companies will not lose money, but it is 
very hard to reach up to this goal. Difficult decisions that have to be made are for example 
when the time is right to start the development of a new product and how long time it is going 
to take. It’s also a big issue to estimate which product the company should develop, since it is 
a prediction of the future and what the customers want to buy at that moment in time. Another 
aspect is use and development of new techniques. Whenever new products and techniques are 
introduced on the market, a company should be well prepared, and ideally lead the progress. 
If they do that, they will hopefully not fall behind its competitors in the use of new services 
and products. 
 
These theories are very important to Nordea IT and they endeavour to have a competitive 
edge like this.40 They want to investigate what the customers want in order to know which 
services they should provide and what technique they should work with. This is just one stage 
of the process but perhaps the most important. The underlying research forms the basis of the 
development and gives a hint of the prospective use. 
 
 
4.2 Nordea IT and its services 
 
Nordea IT is one of the companies in Sweden that can be called a CA, Certificate Authority, 
which means that they issue certificates with digital signatures. Another company provides 
the certificates so the bank does not have their own certificates and the bank only issues 
certificates to its own customers. Nordea was the first company in Sweden that started to use a 
digital ID card within the company. Since 1992 every person that works in the banks branch 
offices has a card. When using these cards, all financial transactions are encrypted and 
sealed.41 
 
The company has developed many services for their customers for several years. The main 
concept today is called SOLO. In that concept the customers can use the services on the 
Internet provided by the bank. They can also use an ordinary phone or a WAP-phone42 in 
order to use the banking service. The customers have two options when they choose a security 
solution. The first solution is managed with a card-reader, a smart card, an application for the 
security, and a personal code. With this solution the customers consequently use a card in 
order to log in. The other option is to use ID numbers, a personal code, and codes that are 

40 Martin Ogarp, Nordea IT, 2001 
41 Ibid. 
42 WAP is short for Wireless Application Protocol, and is used by wireless devices (e.g. cellular phones) for 
communication. 
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only used once and which are provided by the bank. With this solution the customers thus use 
codes in order to log in instead of a card.43 
 
Both solutions have a high security level. All information between the user and the bank is 
encrypted and secure so that it can not be read or changed by anyone else. A condition for this 
to be secure is that the customers keep his/her personal code to themselves and keep the smart 
card in a safe place if they use the solution with card. 
 
If a hacker or someone else would do errands in one of the customer’s name, the bank takes 
full responsibility for any loss and promise to compensate the customers.  
 
In order to use the two solutions above you must have a computer. An example of a service 
that is not attached to a computer is the SMS44 service that is included in SOLO. It works like 
this: first you call a specific number on your mobile phone and then hangs up. If you wait for 
a while, you get an SMS where you can see your balance and the latest transactions made. For 
security reasons no customer information is involved in this information exchange. Therefore, 
a potential intruder can not see whom the information is connected to. 45 
 
 
4.3 Different techniques 
 
The bank wants to know what techniques they should provide in order to carry a digital 
signature. The most important issue is what technique the customers prefer, but which 
techniques are realistic and possible for the bank to implement? 
 
A smart card with a digital signature could be a very good solution for the bank. The 
customers can do bank errands with the card but also use it when buying items without cash. 
A theory from the bank is that the customers already have many cards and many codes today 
and that the customers have a negative point of view regarding introductions of new cards. To 
avoid this, a chip built in to an already existing card can be used. 
 
The alternative with using a fingerprint for example is good. Unfortunately it’s not a very 
cheap solution, but the prices are dropping. Today they have dropped to about 100 Dollars 
(app. 1000 SEK).46 The bank doesn’t see this alternative as a solution at the moment, but 
perhaps for the future. 
 
To have an application directly in your PC is one alternative that is already used today. This 
solution is rather static and the bank therefore wants something more mobile. When working 
with Business to Business or in similar situations where less mobility is required, this 
however, could be a good thing to use. 
 
To have a chip in the mobile phones is also an alternative but today there is not room for a 
chip belonging to the banks. A solution could be to use SMS, but in the future the bank 
believes more in a solution that use the bluetooth technique.47 

43 http://www.nb.se/direkt/tjanster/sakerhet.html 
44 SMS is short for Short Message Service, and is a way of sending messages to cellular phones. 
45 Martin Ogarp, Nordea IT 2001 
46 Michael Jenselius “Fingeravtryck ersätter lösenord” (PC för alla, 2000-11-20) 
47 Martin Ogarp, Nordea IT 2001 
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Nordea IT thinks that the mobile phones are very popular and the bank is very interested in 
this area for their solutions. 48 
 
Now the bank wants to know if their theories are correct or what technique the customers 
really prefer and in which situations they want to use digital signatures. 
 
 
4.4 Summary 
 
It is very important to investigate what technique the customers want in order to know which 
service the bank should provide. For the bank it is meaningless to develop something that the 
customers do not want to use. 
 
Today the bank provides two solutions for Internet banking in the concept named SOLO. For 
both these two a PC is needed, which is very static. The bank wants to provide other solutions 
that are more mobile for its customers to use. 
 
The bank thinks for example that the mobile phones are very popular among the customers 
and that makes mobile solutions very interesting for the bank. A solution with smart cards is 
also very interesting for the bank. Nordea IT now wants to know what technique for carrying 
a digital signature the customers prefer. 
 

48 Martin Ogarp, Nordea IT 2001 
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5. Analysis and Discussion 
 
 
In order to be able to discuss the result from the questionnaire there must be a presentation of 
the answers. The answers can then be analysed and discussed and comparisons can be made 
from the theories. The hypothesis must be tested and the validity of the test and the result of 
the test are going to be discussed. 
 
 
5.1 Presentation and analyse of the questionnaire 
 
In this chapter we will present the answers from the questionnaire, and make comparisons 
between different questions and answers. We will not specify all the answers depending on 
categories (e.g. age), just the total answers, from all categories. Further discussion about the 
answers, both categorised and in general will be found in the discussion parts. We have used 
our own English translation of the questions in this part. For a complete view of our 
questionnaire with the original questions and answers, see appendix A and B. 
 
5.1.1 Questionnaire background information 
501 successful interviews have been made. Out of these 49% (245 persons) are male and 51% 
(256 persons) are female.  
 
23% (115 persons) of the respondents are in the age group 16-29.  23% (117 persons) are in 
the age group 30-44. 28% (139 persons) are in the age group 45-59 and 26% (130 persons) 
are 60 years or more. 
 
34% (172 persons) live in Stockholm, Göteborg or Malmö. 55% (278 persons) live in cities 
and 10% (52 persons) live in thinly populated areas. 

 
Figure 5.0: Diagram over the respondents’ gender, age group and location. 
 
 
63% (316 persons) has a cellular phone that they use continuously. 
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5.1.2 Presentation of the answers 
Question number 2 reads: Have you received information from your bank regarding security 
when using their Internet services?  
 
Out of 501 persons interviewed, 51% (255 persons) stated that they had received information, 
37% (186 persons) answered that they had not received any information, and 12% (60 
persons) said they were not sure if they had received any information or not. 
 
0% of the respondents answered that the bank doesn’t have Internet services. This is therefore 
not included in the diagram. 

 
Figure 5.1: Diagram from answers to question no. 2. 

 
 
Question number 3 reads: Was the information... This question relates to question no. 2 and 
was asked to 255 persons, those who have received information from the bank.  
 
61% (156 persons) answered good, 6% (15 persons) answered bad and 33% (84 persons) 
answered Not sure.  

 
Figure 5.2: Diagram from answers to question no. 3. 
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Question number 4 reads: Do you use Internet banking? This question was asked to 441 
persons in the questionnaire, those who had received information and those who had not 
received information (question no. 2). 
 
34% (152 persons) answered yes and 66% (289 persons) answered no. 

 
Figure 5.3: Diagram from answers to question no. 4. 

 
 
Question number 5 reads: How safe do you feel when using Internet banking? There are five 
different alternatives (see figure 5.4). The question was asked to the 152 persons that 
answered yes to question no. 4 (use Internet banking). 
 
83% (126 persons) felt very safe or fairly safe. 13% (20 persons) felt neither safe nor unsafe, 
and 4% (6 persons) felt fairly unsafe or very unsafe.  
 
The first two alternatives in the question have been merged, as well as the last two 
alternatives. This way, the answers can be combined to express the general opinion, and see 
how many that felt safe and how many felt unsafe. The middle alternative can be said to be 
equivalent to not sure.49 

Figure 5.4: Diagram from answers to question no. 5. 
 

49 Rolf Ejvegård, ”Vetenskaplig metod” (Studentlitteratur, 1996) p. 55 
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Question number 6 reads: Would better information about security solutions make you use 
Internet banking? This question was asked to the 289 persons that answered no to question 
no. 4 (do not use Internet banking). 
 
19% (55 persons) answered yes, 67% (194 persons) answered no and 14% (40 persons) 
expressed the opinion Not sure. 

Figure 5.5: Diagram from answers to question no. 6. 
 
 
Question number 7 reads: Why don’t you use Internet banking? This question was asked to 
the 289 persons that answered no to question no. 4 (do not use Internet banking). 
 
24% (69 persons) stated that the reason was that they have no computer.  
22% (64 persons) do not trust the security.  
13% (38 persons) claims to have no need for it.  
11% (32 persons) have no access to Internet.  
10% (29 persons) consider it too complicated to use.  
2% (6 persons) said it is too much work.  
1% (3 persons) answered too expensive. 
1% (3 persons) answered too slow. 

 
 
Figure 5.6: Diagram from answers to question no. 7. 
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Apart from this, 24% (69 persons) specified with open answers other reasons why they don’t 
use Internet Banking. From these reasons, the most dominating ones are No interest 
(12 persons) and Other alternatives equally good or better (11 persons). Other reasons that 
evolved were Too old, Against computers, Lack of knowledge and Just haven’t yet. 
 
 
Question number 9 reads: Could you consider using a digital signature instead of using a 
hand-written? This question was asked to all the respondents (501 persons). The answers 
have been merged in the same way as in question no. 5. 
 
35% (175 persons) answered yes absolutely or yes perhaps, 13% (65 persons) expressed the 
opinion not sure and 53% (265 persons) answered probably not or absolutely not. 

 
Figure 5.7: Diagram from answers to question no. 9. 

 
 
Question number 10 reads: Would detailed information from the bank regarding their security 
solutions and policies for lost cards, blocking and larcenies make you change opinion about 
using digital signatures? This question was asked to the 328 persons that answered not sure, 
probably not or absolutely not to question no. 9.  
 
20% (66 persons) answered yes, 55% (180 persons) answered no and 25% (82 persons) 
answered not sure. 

Figure 5.8: Diagram from answers to question no. 10. 
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Question number 11 reads: There are various ways to carry a digital signature, are any of 
these alternatives of interest? This question was asked to 320 persons, those who answered 
yes absolutely or yes perhaps to question no. 9, and those who answered yes or not sure to 
question no. 10. 
 
48% (154 persons) considered fingerprint scanning a possible alternative. 
41% (131 persons) answered chip built in to an ordinary ID card or driving license. 
24% (77 persons) wanted to have their digital signature in a chip in a bankcard. 
19% (61 persons) answered a special card just to carry the digital signature. 
17% (54 persons) answered voice recognition in a cellular phone. 
12% (38 persons) answered chip in a cellular phone. 
10% (32 persons) could not consider any of the alternatives mentioned above. 
6% (19 persons) were not sure what technique they consider. 

 

 
Figure 5.9: Diagram from answers to question no. 11. Note that the total percentage is not 100 since 
multiple answers could be made. 
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We will try to answer the questions at issue (QAI)50, and express our own theories and 
opinions. 
 
The first question we address is “Does the customer want to replace their ordinary signature 
with a digital alternative?” When looking at the answers from question no. 9, about replacing 
an ordinary signature, in the questionnaire, one can see that a majority (53% or 265 persons) 
expressed a negative attitude and do not want to replace their hand-written signature. Just 
looking at this, the answer to our question would be no. Of the remaining 48%, 35% were 
directly positive. The respondents that were uncertain, is a group that perhaps could be 
convinced, if their demands are met. If they are convinced, nearly half of the respondents are 
positive, and should therefore not be ignored. If we look at the various age groups, we see that 
respondents over 60 years old are clearly negative. This should be discussed, what could be 
done to make them change their opinion? Perhaps they need to get even more information, to 
convince them that they aren’t to old to start using new techniques?  
 
The next QAI we address is related to the first one, and reads “Can information about digital 
signatures and company policy positively affects customers’ attitude regarding the use of 
digital signatures?” One of our own theories is that company policy is very important, since 
the customer feels more comfortable if he knows what will happen in various situations. This 
help establishing the trust needed in the relationship between bank and customer. Also in 
chapter 3.5, theories about the importance of trust between bank and customers are discussed. 
When looking at question no. 10, about the impact of information, we see that 20% would 
change opinion if given detailed information from the bank, and yet another 25% are 
uncertain. If these respondents can be influenced to a positive attitude, 45% would change 
their opinion! But how can the bank make them change their mind? Here, the other 
environmental variables can be of great matter, and should be considered by the bank. 
 
Included in the questionnaire are a number of questions about Internet banking. From these 
questions, we have drawn parallels to the QAI. Since both Internet banking and the usage of 
digital signatures are phenomenon that are relatively new on the market, and Internet banking 
sometimes involve the usage of digital signatures (although not in mobile form) we were able 
to draw this parallels. Another reason is that both of them are computer-based. Question no. 6 
in the questionnaire deals with just the matter of information contra the usage of Internet 
banking, and was asked to those who do not use Internet banking today. Also in this question, 
we see that nearly a fifth of the respondents (19%) would change their opinion, and start using 
Internet banking if information were provided to them from the bank.  
 
From the answers to question no. 5 in the questionnaire, one can se that 83% of the persons 
that used Internet banking felt safe.  
 
Our answer to QAI no. 2 would be yes, especially if the 25% that are uncertain are taken into 
account. To be able to convince the uncertain, the bank should pay attention to the content of 
the information they provide to the customers.  
 
One of the problems the bank is facing, is what technique they should choose in order to 
please as many customers as possible. The third QAI reads “What technique for digital 
signatures do customers want to use to prove their identity and supply their digital signature?” 
In order to achieve a leading position, the bank think that this is of great importance (see Case 

50 See chapter 1.5 for a complete list of our questions at issue. 
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Study). When trying to answer this question we look at question no. 11 in the questionnaire 
that was about different techniques that could be considered. From the answers, we can see 
that the most requested technique (48%) is actually a biometrics method, fingerprint scanning. 
Not far behind (41%) is the combination ID card and chip with digital signatures.  
 
What about other biometrics methods? Are they as popular as fingerprint scanning, or are they 
too unknown? Fingerprint scanning is somewhat “science fiction”, seen in many futurist 
movies, and that might be a reason why this turned up to be attractive to so many persons. 
Customers may have a belief that fingerprint scanning is a highly secure method, but as 
mentioned in chapter 3.2 they can be forged, something perhaps unknown to many persons. If 
biometrics is chosen, an investigation of what biometrics method to be used should be made. 
Fingerprint scanning is not necessarily the idealistic method. 
 
Why is ID card such a popular choice? We think that the reason for this is that almost 
everyone has a card, which he or she usually carries. This and the popularity of fingerprint 
scanning confirm that the customers want to use a technique that they already carry with 
them.  
 
Perhaps a combination of these two alternatives would be the best choice? There exist smart 
cards today, that has fingerprint scanning for verification (i.e. the fingerprint replaces a PIN-
code). The problem here is the cost. Still, this could prevent people from using a smart card 
they are not authorised to use. Even if they steel it, they can not verify their identity to the 
card, and can therefore not use the digital signature. 
 
Another aspect considered here is the 24% that stated they wished to have it in a bankcard. 
Clearly, this is a large percentage. To suit these respondents’ wishes, perhaps a combination 
of all three, bankcard, ID card and fingerprint scanning would be the ideal solution.  
 
The next thing to discuss is that 19% stated that they could use it in an extra card, something 
the bank thought the customer would have a negative attitude towards. Even though not a 
majority was positive, still almost 20% are a large group. 
 
The last figure to pay attention to is that only 12% considered a cellular phone with a chip as a 
possible technique. This differs from the bank’s theory that the cellular phone is a popular 
carrying technique. The interest for cellular phones as a solution decreases among the older 
respondents and is most popular among persons younger than 30 years old. 
 
Answering question no. 4 in our QAI is harder, since we have no exact statistics to use. The 
question reads “What channels for digital signing and identification are most requested by 
customers?” The last question in the questionnaire lets the respondents answer in their own 
words in what situations they would like to use a digital signature. The most popular choice 
was banking, and various situations related to various bank services, such as loans, payments 
etc. A possible reason why banking is so popular might be that customers trust the banks in 
general, and feel that doing business with banks is safe. Therefore, they can use new 
techniques for this. Another reason might be that customers today feel confused using the 
bank and its services in the usual (manual) way. They have to adapt to opening and closing 
hours, perform much paper work, keep track of several accounts and codes etc. Therefore, 
they might see this new solution as a way to avoid all of this. This might be subject for future 
research. 
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5.3 Testing the hypothesis 
 
In order to find out whether the hypothesis is true or not it must be tested in some way. We 
are going to test the hypothesis by analysing some of the answers from the questionnaire. First 
the information variable is going to be analysed and then the choice of technique variable. We 
are going to try to see if each of these two variables affect the customers’ will in a positive 
way so that the will increases. The outcome will then show if the hypothesis is true or false. 
This means that the customers’ will to use the service will either increase or stay unchanged. 
 
First we look at how information affects the customers. In question number 9, we ask if the 
customers can consider using a digital signature instead of the hand-written. From the answers 
we can see that 13% was uncertain, 17% didn’t think so and 36 % absolutely didn’t want to 
use a digital signature. (See figure 5.7) 
 
All these three groups of answers were rather negative, so they were asked in question 
number 10 if detailed information about security and policies would change their opinion. As 
shown in figure 5.8, 20% said yes, 25% were uncertain and 55% said that information would 
not affect their opinion. 
 
From the base of those who were uncertain or didn’t want to use digital signatures in question 
number 9, the result is that information actually affects at least 20 % or more (25% was 
uncertain). The input variable, information about security and policies, affect the output 
variable, customers’ will, which increases for more than one fifth. So far you can say that the 
hypothesis is proven to be true. 
 
The next variable, technique, is not as easy to test. We are going to concentrate on the group 
of uncertain and see if that group is affected when we look at different techniques. 
 
We will start to look at question number 9 and 10 and to make it clearer we will use a picture 
(see next page). The terms positive and negative are also going to be used in order to express 
the customers’ will to use digital signatures. 
 
From the start there are 501 persons. In question number 9, about considering a digital 
signature, 175 of those were positive and 331 persons were uncertain or negative. 
 
The last group was asked if information would change their opinion (question number 10). 
From the base of 331 persons, 66 persons said yes, 83 persons were uncertain and the rest, 
182 persons, were still negative. 
 
After that question a total of 320 persons were positive or uncertain. Note that 83 of those 
were uncertain. 
 
Since the rest, 182 persons, would not consider using digital signatures and would not change 
their opinion after receiving information, we assume that the choice of different techniques 
would not matter for them, they are still negative to use the service. 
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 Figure 5.10: The flow of persons from investigating the technique variable. 
 
 
In question number 11 only the positive or uncertain were asked. They got some options of 
possible techniques and got the opportunity to choose one ore more alternative that were 
interesting for them. There was also one alternative that said ”no alternatives above are 
interesting” and ”don’t know”. (See figure 5.9) The ones that answered no alternatives are not 
uncertain, but they prefer other alternatives. We assume that the last option ”don’t know” is 
equal to be uncertain, and now we can focus on the uncertain from the both questions. If we 
compare the number of uncertain from those who didn’t know if they wanted to use the 
service, with those who still were uncertain after they got the opportunity to choose technique, 
we can see that the group of uncertain has decreased from 83 to only 19 persons. The 
technique variable therefore affects the will to use the services, since the number of uncertain 
are less than before. 
 
From investigating the both input variables, we have found out that the output variable is 
affected as predicted. The customers’ will to use the service increases and the hypothesis is 
thereby verified. 
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5.4 Validity discussion 
 
5.4.1 Validity of test and result 
A discussion should be made about the validity of the tests and the result. Are the tests 
performed in the right way and is it right to consider the two variables chosen as valid in order 
to test the hypothesis? Should other variables be considered in order to get a more valid 
result? 
  
We will start to discuss the validity of the tests made with the hypothesis. Our opinion is that 
to use question no. 10 when investigating the impact of information is valid. Since the 
question is asked to persons that were negative to use digital signatures, the result can not be 
misleading. If they answer “yes” that information would change their opinion, this means in a 
positive way since they were negative before the question was asked. If they were uncertain 
from the beginning and then answers “yes”, this could mean two things though. One, that they 
would be more positive and two that they would be more negative. However it is not likely 
that a person that are uncertain would say that information affect them in a negative way, but 
still it is possible. In the test we do consider yes as if information affect them positively. 
 
When testing the technique variable we chose to compare the number of uncertain before and 
after question no. 11. The result was that the number of uncertain decreased from 83 to 19 
persons. When they got the opportunity to choose a technique, the will to use it increases. 
However there was another choice too, which read that they could not consider any of the 
alternatives. How should that answer be understood and categorised? Does it mean that they 
prefer other alternatives? Have they changed their mind and do not want to use digital 
signatures at all despite that they were positive before? Do they just don’t know what to 
choose? If it means that they are a bit uncertain this would not affect the result of our 
hypothesis. Even though we consider both those who answered not sure and those who 
answered none of the alternatives, as uncertain, the number has decreased from 83 to 51 
anyway. The hypothesis is still valid. 
 
Can question no. 11 be used to test the technique variable? We think that the different 
alternatives about possible techniques give the person a possibility to choose. If they do not 
choose an alternative their will to use a service will not be affected by the choice of technique. 
Equally, those who did choose one ore more alternatives are more concerned to use a 
technique that fulfils their desire and that is why we consider this question as valid. 
 
What do the result tells us? We have proved that the hypothesis is true, which means that the 
customers’ will to use the service increases. The two variables technique and information 
have been tested and the result should be considered as valid. The validity is depending on 
many things though. One issue is the concern of the environment variables. Do they affect the 
result in a way that reduces the validity or not? Is it wrong to only investigate the impact of 
technique and information? Answering this would be very difficult but it could be a good 
issue for future work to also investigate the impact of the other variables. Another issue is the 
content of the information. The difference between more or less detailed information could 
have a significant impact on the customers. In order to convince the customer, quality is 
probable to be very important. The validity of the information variable and also the result of 
the hypothesis are likely to be dependent on the content of the information from the bank. The 
information should be detailed and contain information about the security and about the 
policies regarding the service that is provided by the bank. If this is obtained the validity 
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should be high. The bank should consider the content of the information as very important, 
since it has the potential of affecting the customers. 
 
The result also tells us that the technique is important. If the customers get the opportunity to 
choose a technique that suits them their will to use the service increases. From the answers of 
question no. 11 we can see that we received 515 answers on the different choices of 
techniques. Since the number of respondents were 320 persons, many of them would consider 
more than one technique. This doesn’t mean anything to the hypothesis, but it should still be 
considered when drawing conclusions. The bank should keep in mind that many customers 
actually could consider more than one technique for carrying a digital signature. Perhaps the 
bank should not only focus on one technique. 
 
5.5.2 Validity of sources 
The validity of sources should also be discussed. The sources that we have used are mainly 
literature and Internet sites and articles. Finding literature that is up-to-date is not easy, which 
is why we also had to use the Internet in order to find more information. However it is also 
difficult to know whether the information on the Internet is accurate or not. We have used 
sources from the Internet that we found reliable for example scientific papers and sites that are 
maintained by experts in the area. An example is http://www.pki-forum.com, which is 
maintained by research groups and companies. 
 
In our Case Study we got most information about Nordea IT from an employee within the 
company. When receiving this information we might have been influenced by him. The 
information given could also have had an angle that was suited for the interests of the 
company. We do think though that the information given was facts and is accurate. The 
objectivity has been considered and we think that the validity of this source is high as well. 
 
 
5.5 Future research 
 
The area of digital signatures is huge, and we have only seen the beginning of it. The potential 
usage is very big. Suggestions for future research that is in relation to our work are a deeper 
investigation in the area of biometrics (safety, cost calculations, easiness, and 
user-friendliness).  
 
Secondly, an investigation similar to ours, but more focused on other variables (environment 
variables) should be a good subject. 
 
Third, an investigation can be performed with focus on WAP and how this can be used for 
carrying digital signatures. 
 
Finally, an investigation regarding how to formulate the information from the bank and what 
to give information about would be of interest. 
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6. Summary and Conclusions 
 
Our goal with this thesis was to find out what technique the customers prefer for identification 
and for carrying a digital signature. 
 
In our hypothesis we specify technique adapted to customers’ desires and information to 
customers, as two important variables. These two variables were investigated to see if they 
have an impact on the customers’ will to use a new service provided by the bank. 
 
We have tried to give a brief understanding to digital signatures, as a method for identification 
on Internet and other channels. In order to create a digital signature either symmetric or 
asymmetric encryption is used together with a certificate. A third party also called certificate 
authority issues these certificates. As a complement to digital signatures there exists a number 
of biometrics methods that can be used for the verification. 
 
Our hypothesis has proven to be true, which means that the success of the new service is 
dependent on whether the choice of technique suits customers’ desires or not. We have also 
proven that information to customers increase the customers’ will to use digital signatures. 
 
It is very important to listen to what customers want. From our work we have tried to find out 
the most popular techniques. Our conclusions are that using a fingerprint for verification in 
combination with a chip containing a digital signature in the user’s ID card or driving licence 
is one solution. An alternative to this particular solution is to use other biometrics methods 
instead of fingerprint scanning or to use a bankcard instead of ID card or driving licence. 
 
If biometrics methods are considered too expensive, replacing them with a PIN-code is one 
solution. 
 
The second possibility would be to use a card that combines all other cards (for example ID 
card, driving licence, bankcard etc). A smart card like this only needs one PIN-code for all 
possible functions. The card can also be used with a fingerprint as verification instead of the 
code. We also see this second possibility as a good solution for the bank. 
 
The last suggested technique is to use an extra card for carrying only the digital signature. 
Since far more respondents than expected considered this as an alternative, this solution 
should not be excluded. 
 
We found out that using cellular phones with a chip as a carrier for digital signatures are not 
as popular as we and the bank thought, only 12% of the respondents saw this as an alternative. 
However the younger generation is more positive to use cellular phones. 
 
When it comes to information, our conclusion is that the content of the information must be 
well thought out, and possibly adapted to different target groups. We found out that the 
attitude towards using digital signatures differs between various age groups, and younger 
people are more positive to use it. If the bank wishes to also have the older generation as 
target group, they should consider the information variable, and give out information suited to 
them. 
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Finally, our last conclusion is that a majority does not want to use digital signatures, but the 
uncertain can be made positive with the right influence. This way, almost 50% would be 
positive. After all, we are moving towards a “digital” society. Why not try to convince the rest 
as well and achieve 100% usage of mobile digital signatures? 
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Appendix 
 
 
A The questionnaire 
 
 
Kön 
Man, Kvinna 
 
Ålder 
16-29, 30-44, 45-59, 60+ 
 
Ort 
Sth/Gbg/Mlm, Städer, Glesbygd 
 
Hushålls storlek 
1, 2, 3+ 
 
Hushållsinkomst 
Under 300’, Över 300’ 
 
 
Fråga 1 
Vilken bank använder du mestadels? 
Föreningssparbanken / Sparbanken / Föreningsbanken 
Handelsbanken 
Nordbanken 
Seb / Skandinaviska enskilda banken 
Övrigt 
 
Fråga 2 
Har du fått information av din bank om säkerheten vid användning av deras Internettjänster? 
Ja, Nej, Banken har ej Internettjänst, Vet ej 
 
Fråga 3 
Var informationen... 
Bra, Dålig, Vet ej 
 
Fråga 4 
Använder du Banktjänster via Internet? 
Ja, Nej 
 
Fråga 5 
Hur trygg känner du dig när du använder Banktjänster via Internet? 
Mycket trygg 
Ganska trygg 
Varken trygg eller otrygg 
Ganska otrygg 
Mycket otrygg 
 
Fråga 6 
Skulle bättre information om säkerhetslösningar få dig att använda bank på Internet? 
Ja, Nej, Osäker 
 
Fråga 7 
Vad är anledningen till att du inte använder Banktjänster via Internet? 
Har ingen dator 
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Har ej tillgång till Internet 
För dyrt 
För krångligt 
För omständigt 
För långsamt 
Litar inte på säkerheten 
Annat, vad? (öppet svar) 
 
Fråga 8 
Har du en mobiltelefon som du använder kontinuerligt? 
Ja, Nej 
 
Fråga 9 
Ny teknik gör det möjligt att använda en elektronisk namnteckning istället för att skriva den för hand. Tänkbara 
användningsområden är ansökan om lån, vid myndighetskontakter och alla andra tillfällen då du idag skriver 
under något med din namnteckning. Den elektroniska namnteckningen kan användas både vid direktkontakt t.ex. 
inne på ett bankkontor och via Internet eller telefon. Kan du tänka dig att använda en elektronisk namnteckning 
istället för att skriva den för hand? 
Ja, absolut 
Ja, kanske 
Osäker 
Nej, troligtvis inte 
Nej, absolut inte 
 
Fråga 10 
Skulle utförlig information från banken angående deras säkerhetslösningar och policies kring tappade kort, 
spärrningar och stölder kunna få dig att ändra uppfattning om användandet av elektronisk namnteckning? 
Ja, Nej, Osäker 
 
Fråga 11 
Man kan tänka sig många olika sätt att ha med sig sin elektroniska namnteckning, skulle något eller några av 
dessa alternativ vara intressanta för dig? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska namnteckning i ditt vanliga ID-kort/körkort? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska namnteckning i ditt bankkort? 
Ett speciellt kort som bara bär din elektroniska namnteckning? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska namnteckning i din mobiltelefon? 
Röstigenkänning på din mobiltelefon? 
Avläsning av fingeravtryck? 
Nej, inget av dessa alternativ 
Vet ej 
 
Fråga 12 
Finns det något annat sätt du skulle kunna tänka dig att bära med dig din elektroniska namnteckning på? 
Ja (öppet svar), Nej 
 
Fråga 13 
I vilka sammanhang skulle du kunna tänka dig att använda en elektronisk namnteckning? 
öppet svar 
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B Answers from the questionnaire 
 
TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Samtliga                        501    245  256   115  117  139  130   172  278   52    98  221  182   166  234 
 
Fråga 1 
Nu kommer några frågor om banksäkerhet och digitala namnteckningar. 
Vilken bank använder du mestadels? 
Föreningssparbanken/Sparbanken/       48     51   45    62+  42   52   38-   31-  59+  50    44   47   52    50   44 
 Föreningsbanken 
Handelsbanken                         13     14   12     7   18   12   15    21+   6-  23+   10   10   19+   11   16 
Nordbanken                            21     21   22    20   25   16   26    25   19   23    24   25   15-   23   22 
Seb/Skandinaviska enskilda banken      9      8   11     5   12    9   12    16+   7     -   12    9    9     9   10 
Övrigt                                 9      7   11     7    4-  14   11    10   10    3    10   10    7     8    9 
 
 
 
TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Samtliga                        501    245  256   115  117  139  130   172  278   52    98  221  182   166  234 
 
Fråga 2 
Har du fått information av din bank om säkerheten vid användning av 
deras Internettjänster? 
Ja                                    51     53   49    50   54   55   43    59+  47   44    46   51   53    56   54 
Nej                                   37     38   36    39   33   32   45    29-  41   45    40   39   33    30   37 
Banken har ej Internettjänst           0      0                         1          0          1               0 
Vet ej                                12      9   15    11   12   13   12    12   12   11    13   10   14    14    9 
 
Bas: Har fått information            255    129  126    58   64   77   56   101  131   23    45  112   97    93  126 
 
Fråga 3 
Var informationen... 
Bra eller                             61     60   61    60   57   71   52    64   61   45    56   55   69    62   63 
Dålig                                  6      8    4     7   10    6    2     8    5    4     8    6    5     6    7 
Vet ej                                33     31   34    33   33   24   45+   28   33   51    36   38   25    32   31 
 
Bas: Har fått/har ej fått            441    223  218   102  103  121  114   150  244   46    84  199  157   143  212 
 information 
 
Fråga 4 
Använder du Banktjänster via Internet? 
Ja                                    34     41+  28-   42   47+  36   15-   41   32   25    30   28-  46+   31   41+ 
Nej                                   66     59-  72+   58   53-  64   85+   59   68   75    70   72+  54-   69   59- 
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TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Använder Banktjänster via       152     92   61    43   48   44   17    62   78   11    25   55   72    44   88 
 Internet 
 
Fråga 5 
Hur trygg känner du dig när du använder Banktjänster via Internet? 
Mycket trygg                          26     24   28    31   30   20   15    37+  20     -   32   23   26    19   28 
Ganska trygg                          57     61   52    53   64   49   70    39-  71+  63    50   62   56    61   56 
Varken trygg eller otrygg             13     14   12    15    6   22    7    18    8   25    16    9   16    16   11 
Ganska otrygg                          3           7+    1         6    8     3    2   12     2    4    2     4    3 
Mycket otrygg                          1      1                    3          2                    2               1 
 
Bas: Använder ej Banktjänster via    289    131  157    59   55   77   97    88  166   35    59  144   85    98  125 
 Internet 
 
Fråga 6 
Skulle bättre information om säkerhetslösningar få dig att använda bank på 
Internet? 
Ja                                    19     19   19    31+  22   17   11    18   21   13    15   16   27    16   22 
Nej                                   67     67   67    55-  51-  68   83+   63   68   75    70   71   58    73   64 
Osäker                                14     14   14    15   27+  15    6-   19   12   12    15   13   15    11   14 
 
 
 
TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Använder ej Banktjänster via    289    131  157    59   55   77   97    88  166   35    59  144   85    98  125 
 Internet 
 
Fråga 7 
Vad är anledningen till att du inte använder Banktjänster via Internet? 
Har ingen dator                       24     23   25    13   17   21   36+   13-  27   35    34   28    9-   29   20 
Har ej tillgång till Internet         11     11   12     8   11   11   14     8   11   23+   21+  11    6    18+   8 
Har inget behov                       13     19+   8    27+   7    9   12    14   15    4     9   12   19     8   13 
För dyrt                               1      2    1     2    2         1     2    1          3         2     2 
För krångligt                         10      8   12     3    8    9   17+   14    9    7    10   13    5    13    8 
För omständigt                         2           3     1    3    2    1     1    2          2    2    1     2    1 
För långsamt                           1      1    2          1    3    1     4+   0               1    3     0    3 
Litar inte på säkerheten              22     22   22    13   40+  21   17    25   19   30    13   25   23    15   32+ 
Annat, vad?                           24     22   26    26   22   32   18    22   25   25    17   21   33+   24   24 
Annat... 
                                     ---    ---  ---   ---  ---  ---  ---   ---  ---  ---   ---  ---  ---   ---  --- 
Summa svar                           109    107  110    94  112  108  117   103  108  125   111  113  100   112  108 
Netto svar                            97     98   97    90-  98  100  100    97   97  100    98   99   94    99   98 
Vet ej                                 3      2    3    10+   2         0     3    3          2    1    6     1    2 
 
Bas: Samtliga                        501    245  256   115  117  139  130   172  278   52    98  221  182   166  234 
 
Fråga 8 
Har du en mobiltelefon som du använder kontinuerligt? 
Ja                                    63     68   58    81+  81+  56   38-   71+  58   63    55   56-  76+   55-  70+ 
Nej                                   37     32   42    19-  19-  44   62+   29-  42   37    45   44+  24-   45+  30- 
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TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Samtliga                        501    245  256   115  117  139  130   172  278   52    98  221  182   166  234 
 
Fråga 9 
Ny teknik gör det möjligt att använda en elektronisk namnteckning 
istället för att skriva den för hand. Tänkbara användningsområden 
är ansökan om lån, vid myndighetskontakter och alla andra tillfällen 
då du idag skriver under något med din namnteckning. Den elektroniska 
namnteckningen kan användas både vid direktkontakt t.ex. inne på ett 
bankkontor och via Internet eller telefon. Kan du tänka dig att använda 
en elektronisk namnteckning istället för att skriva den för hand? 
Ja, absolut                           14     20+   8-   15   21+  15    5-   19   12    9    12    9-  21+    9   18 
Ja, kanske                            21     22   20    32+  19   24    9-   24   19   17    25   16   24    16   24 
Osäker                                13     13   13    15   13   15    8    16   10   17    12   11   15    16   11 
Nej, troligtvis inte                  17     14   21    21   18   16   16    11-  21   17    14   17   19    19   17 
Nej, absolut inte                     36     32   39    17-  29   31   62+   31   38   40    37   47+  22-   40   30 
 
Bas: Osäker, nej troligvis inte      328    143  185    61   70   85  112    99  191   38    62  165  101   125  136 
 eller nej absolut inte på fråga 9 
 
Fråga 10 
Skulle utförlig information från banken angående deras säkerhetslösningar 
och policies kring tappade kort, spärrningar och stölder kunna få dig att 
ändra uppfattning om användandet av elektronisk namnteckning? 
Ja                                    20     19   21    34+  22   17   12    21   19   18    19   15   28+   24   16 
Nej                                   55     60   51    33-  49   59   68+   48   61   43    61   63+  39-   54   53 
Osäker                                25     22   28    34   30   24   19    30   20   39    21   22   33    22   30 
 
 
 
TEMO DIREKT: T-21820 - Banksäkerhet 
Månad 2001, vecka 19 
                                                                                          Vertikal procent      9 maj 
2001 
 
                                           Kön        Ålder                Ort             Hushålls stl.   H-inkomst 
                                           ---------  -------------------  --------------  --------------  --------- 
                                                                            Sth/ 
                                                 Kvi    16   30   45        Gbg/ Stä Gles                  Und  Över 
                                   TOTAL    Man  nna   -29  -44  -59  60+   Mlm  der bygd    1    2    3+  300' 300' 
                                   -----   ---- ----  ---- ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- ----  ---- ---- 
Bas: Ja absolut, ja kanske på fråga  320    160  161    95   83   89   53   124  161   35    61  117  143    99  161 
 9 eller ja eller osäker på fråga 
 10 
 
Fråga 11 
Man kan tänka sig många olika sätt att ha med sig sin elektroniska 
namnteckning, skulle något eller några av dessa alternativ vara intressanta 
för dig? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska         41     49+  33-   55+  48   31-  23-   43   40   38    42   39   43    49   36 
 namnteckning i ditt vanliga ID- 
 kort/körkort? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska         24     28   21    25   26   21   24    24   23   30    29   22   23    24   26 
 namnteckning i ditt bankkort? 
Ett speciellt kort som bara bär din   19     23   15    18   18   17   25    18   20   18    28   15   18    25   17 
 elektroniska namnteckning? 
Ett chip med din elektroniska         12     16    7    15   19+   5    6    13   11    9    14   10   12    14   11 
 namnteckning i din mobiltelefon? 
Röstigenkänning på din                17     22   13    26+  16   14    9    20   16   14    19   17   17    20   12 
 mobiltelefon? 
Avläsning av fingeravtryck?           48     49   47    53   49   50   35    50   48   45    43   54   46    49   49 
Nej, inget av dessa alternativ        10      7   12     2-   9    8   26+    5   12   14     9   13    7     9    9 
Vet ej                                 6      3   10     8    3    6    9     7    6    8     9    5    6     7    5 
 
 
Bas: Ja absolut, ja kanske på fråga  320    160  161    95   83   89   53   124  161   35    61  117  143    99  161 
 9 eller ja eller osäker på fråga 
 10 
 
Fråga 12 
Finns det något annat sätt du skulle kunna tänka dig att bära med dig din 
elektroniska namnteckning på? 
Ja                                    17     20   13    12   23   18   14    19   13   23    17   19   15    11   22 
Nej                                   83     80   87    88   77   82   86    81   87   77    83   81   85    89   78 
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Fråga 7: Vad är anledningen till att Du inte använder Banktjänster via Internet? 
 
020341 det har inte blivit av  
023804 inte kommit sig för att fixa det  
024685 Ip tycker att han har ett bra betalningssätt som han har  
       och senär han för gammal att prova något nytt.  
025349 Tillhör den gamla skolan  
025532 Vill inte att allt ska vara så datoriserat.  
025801 det går bra att som vanligt  
026055 ip har ine behov av det  
026459 Ingen användning av det  
026540 Jag är gammalmodig.  
026590 det är en vana  
026591 Lathet.  
027045 Mor arbetar på bank.  
027168 har för ny internetexplor för att kunna använda det  
027208 har inte blivit av  
027315 mannen sköter betalning av räkningar  
027316 Jag har en hustru som jobbar på banken så det sköter hon.  
027401 Kan inget om datorer.  
027429 Har inte blivit av.  
027731 Ip skall börja använda banktjänsten via internet men har  
       ännu inte kommit sig för att gå till banken.  
027748 lika smidigt att har bankgiro  
027834 för gammal  
027860 TYCKER DET VERKAR KONSTIGT  
027919 Har fortfarande en del att lära mig eftersom jag precis  
       skaffaat dator  
028465 Har ett för dåligt Modem,för långsamt  
028498 ip är inte intresserad  
028516 Jag är van vid att gå till posten och betala räkningar  
028525 Har ej haft tid att sätta sig in i det.  
028549 Dator är gammal går ej använda bankernas internettjänster.  
028556 Ej intresserad  
028644 tycker bättre om vanlig bank, eller telefon  
028659 Det går lika snabbt att använda sparbanksgirot!  
028671 okunskap  
028699 ip är emot allt sånt där  
028716 Har inget intresse för detta!  
028717 jobbar på nordbanken  
028778 Fungerar bra redan nu  
028802 Postgirot eller bankkontoret Jag tycker det är mera överblickbart.  
028873 Jag är inte myndig.  
028916 Jag är för gammal för det.  
028964 Är5 lat  
029067 Ska göra det sen,har inte tid nu.  
029076 Inte intresserad  
029079 Har inte brytt sig om det  
029085 har bara kod  
029100 trivs med bankgirobetalning  
029124 Vi har teckniska problem med våran dator.  
029157 Trevligare med bank över disk.  
029267 Jag har inte tagit mig tid att börja göra det än.  
029270 Använder ej någon bank.  
029294 Är ej intresserad.  
029316 DET ÄR OPERSONLIGT  
029319 sambon litar inte riktigt på internet  
029340 Alldeles för gammal för att lära mig det.  
029352 Är lite lat, men har använt detta tidigare.  
029402 funkar bra med postgiro  
029560 för gammal  
029590 skeptisk.  
029601 Modemet kopplar ner för ofta  
029645 Jag vet inte hur det funkar  
029686 ad ska jag med det till  
029689 vill gå till banken  
029709 Jobbar utomlands  
029764 inte inresserad  
029905 Tycker ej om systemet. Är väl konservativ.  
029956 Anväder telefon banken  
030011 De har precise fått en dator  
030068 Inte  
030239 Tycker inte att det är nödvändigt.  
030284 sköter ärende på banken 
 
Fråga 12: Finns det något annat sätt Du skulle kunna tänka Dig att bära med Dig Din 
elektroniska namnteckning på? 
 
024109 Har en dosa från SEB, som fungerar mycket bra.  
024729 Det skulle var i elektronisk agenda.  
025172 Sriva med en penna ändå på en skärm.  
025837 körkortet  
026203 ögon avlösning.  
026590 runt halsen  
026757 Mobiltelefon  
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027152 ett chip på nyckelknippan  
027207 klockan  
027208 i börsen som alltid finns med  
027221 Röststyrt.  
027317 Rösten.  
027429 På bankkortet.  
027636 Fingeravtryck  
027758 Handla med körkort + chip st f betalkort.  
027759 ID-kortet.  
027795 särskilt kort särskilt kort  
027895 id koert  
027907  
027919 Körkortet är ju ganska bra. Det har man ju alltid med  
       sig  
028470 Fingeravläsare eller ögat.  
028488 bankkort  
028572 Körkort och id-kort  
028659 Ett chip under huden.  
028679  
028686 legitimationen  
028689 Patientbricka  
028717 när du handlar  
028732 Bankomatkort  
028786 Nej kan ej komma på något.  
028787  
028842 På sig själv, som de märker djur  
028849 PDA, en handhållen dator.  
028934 I körkortet.  
028943 scanning av någon kroppsdel  
029006 Kombination röst och fingeravtryck.  
029007 Bankkort körkortet  
029040 I kroppen.  
029078 ett kort med namnteckning som ska användas tillsammans  
       med mina andra kort  
029189 I en nyckelknippa.  
029191 rösten  
029223 Ett kort där "allt finns"  
029236 Ett chip under huden.  
029267 Ett chip i en penna.  
029311 genom tv  
029368 Irisavläsning (ögat)  
029448 Bankkort  
029643 Varför bära den med sig?  
029646 I körkortet möjligtvis.  
029700 En ring eller halskedja som fungerar som stämpel med digital  
       signatur.  
029709 Fingeravtryck  
029791 bankkort  
030208 kod  
030230 Bära i ring klocka armband.  
 
Fråga 13: I vilka sammanhang skulle Du kunna tänka Dig att använda en elektronisk 
namnteckning? 
 
020085 Underskrift av kontrakt  
020341 det ska vissa bankärenden, deklarationsärenden  
022256 ingenstans  
022284 Har ej tänkt på det  
023516 Jag tror inte jag skulle använda den överhuvudtaget  
023605 Det kan jag inte svara på nu- vet inte riktigt.  
023678 Bankaffärer  
024109 Undertecknar bankpapper och är utomlands.  
024322 De sammanhang där man idag använder vanlig namnteckning  
       + tekniska situationer.  
024558 Vill ej använda.  
024604 använder bara betalkort  
024669 När man betalar räkningar  
024709 Vid bankbesök och i affären. KOmmer inte på något annat.  
024729 Bankärende, Skatteärende, diverse pappershantering för  
       att underlätta, och ansöka om medlemskap.  
024826 HandlarBank  
025160 Att komma åt vissa tjänster Bank best av billjet  
025172 När man köper via internet, kontakt med myndigheter, mindre  
       lån.  
025212 Där jag använder min vanliga namnteckning.  
025322 finns inga  
025349 När man går påbanken och posten  
025519 alla sammanhang där man skriver under  
025641 inget har inget bra svar  
025649 I alla sammanhag då nu skriver sin namnteckning.  
025701 Handla via internet  
025817 handlar  
025837 nn  
025935 till banken vid kontoköp  
026043 Alla gånger man sriver under.  
026051 Tar ut pengar osv.  
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026055 ip har svårt att se varför man skulle ha en sådan namnteckning  
026137 Vet ej.  
026142 ej direkta svar  
026203 bank ärenden, handla i butik, dagligdags.  
026258 Har aldrig ägnat tanken åt sånt där.  
026366 Bankärende  
026459 Skriva på olika saker  
026590 bankärenden som min man gör åt mig  
026591 I affären.  
026608 Inget  
026687 När man ska identifiera sig, banktjänster.  
026757 bankärende och myndighet  
026765 När man behöver underteckna något  
026775 överallt istället för den manuella  
026808 bank  
026866 Bla.  
026888 Jag vet ej.  
026896 Bankärenden  
026905 Vid kontantuttag och lån.  
026927 Ja, alla möjliga sammanhang  
026958 vid resor  
027045 Ta ut pengar. Allmänt när man skriver på papper. Betalar  
       räkningar.  
027055 Inget sammanhang.  
027095 En kulspetspenna kommer man längre med.  
027152 när man gör bankärenden t.ex över internet  
027207 vid betalning, vid bankärenden,  
027208 när ip handlar på kort, tex medmerakortet  
027220 Bankärenden  
027221 Betalning  
027228 vid lån av pengar  
027254 Nej  
027271 Bankärenden.  
027281 När man ska skriva på avtal  
027305 Föra att skriva uner  
027308 inget  
027315 vill inte  
027316 Vet ej.  
027317 Bankärenden. Där hög säkerhet krävs. Post. Bank. Avtal.  
027371 Att man kunde få nån faktura över nätet på ett smidigare  
       sätt  
027377 där det behövs  
027388 Att mobiltelefon blir hela "kreditapparaten".  
027404 överally Överallt som det skulle var säkert  
027406 Utag av pengar på bank  
027429 Post och bankärenden.  
027468 Jag vet ej just nu.  
027486 svårt att säga  
027490 När man handlar  
027493 När man skriver under viktiga papper, ex posten. <när  
       man handlar i affären.  
027533 när man handlar  
027553 Osäker  
027603 Vid kortköp eller blanketter.  
027617 jag vill skriva själv  
027624 vet ej.  
027625 ingen aning  
027628 Tar tar ut pengar på bankomat. Boka semesterresor. Bio,  
       teater mm.  
027636 Handel via Internet.  
027641 vet ej. Det är för ny teknik för mig  
027660 i alla sammanhang  
027700 ute  
027711 Vet einte  
027731 När man använder sitt bankkort i olika vardags händelser.  
027738 Vet ej.  
027748 BANKEN NÄR TAR UT PENGAR  
027758 Vid handel i st f VISA kort. Allt i ett kort.  
027759 Vid legitimation.  
027786 ska vara enkelt, har ingen användning just nu  
027795 alla former av betalning alla former av betalning  
027882 Inte.  
027885 Vet ej  
027895 inget  
027900 Bankärenden  
027907 Ip kommer ej på något.  
027918 bankbesök, göra affärer, i alla fall där man använder  
       namnteckning  
027919 Bankärenden, när man handlar via kort  
027924 Alla sammanhang där jag behöver verifiera att jag är jag.  
027944 på banken  
027948 Ip skulle tänka sig att använda det vid bankärenden typ  
       lån.  
027955 Ingen för tillfället.  
027956 Lånansökan  
027981 Ta ut pengar, när man ringer om olika bankärenden, vid  
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       betalningar.  
027993 Ingen  
027998 jag tror inte det  
028469 Banktjänster, Röstning, Deklaration. Banktjänster, Röstning,  
       Deklaration.  
028470 Bankfack.  
028480 är för gammal  
028481 kan inte svara på det  
028488 bankärende och kontoköp  
028494 Inte vad jag vet.  
028511 IP EJ SÅ INSATT I ELEKTRONISK NAMNTECKNING.  
028525 Per telefon underskrift, ex sin bankman.  
028537 Inget  
028539 har inte hand om mina bankärenden bor på hem ip bror har  
       hand om alla ip bankärenden  
028544 inget  
028554 Vet ej.  
028565 aldrig  
028566 kontoköp  
028572 När som helst  
028573 På internet  
028576 Ej svar.  
028603 Svårt att säga på rak arm.  
028625 På banken.  
028628 my till myndigheter, deklaration och bankärenden.  
028659 Om man använder sig av elektronisk namnteckning så gör  
       man det när det finns möjlighet att göra det.  
028660 Jag tror inte riktigt på det jag vill bli övertygad först.  
028676 Jag vet faktiskt inte måste jag säga  
028678 vet inte  
028679 i de flesta olika sammahang när man normalt använder anteckning  
       idag.  
028686 ingen aning  
028689 När man handlar med betalkort, hämtar ut pengar på bank.  
       vid sjukhusbesök  
028692 Ser inget.  
028706 Inget  
028707 kortköp  
028712 bank  
028716 Vid bankärenden, exempelvis vid lån.  
028717 när du handlar  
028723 Där man använder sin vanliga namnteckning nu.  
028732 Väldigt värdefulla handlingar  
028735 Via telefon och via Internet  
028740 Bankärenden  
028745 Inget  
028749 I alla sammanhang där det inte kan förekomma något missbruk.tex  
       resturangbesök och utlandvistelse.  
028752 när man ska skriva under  
028753 Vill inte använda sådana nymodigheter!  
028756 vid identofikation  
028769 Vid köp av hyresrätt och vid undertecknande av leasingavtal.  
028773 Vet ej.  
028786 Nej jag kan ej komma på något.  
028787 blanketter i allmänhet och adressändring<  
028804 BETALNING MED BANKKORT,  
028807 I stället för koder.  
028815 Inget  
028817 Lån, internetkontoret.  
028820 När ip skriver på deklarationen.  
028838 vid lån och bankaffärer  
028842 I de flesta. Brott kriminalitet.Identifiering.  
028849 När man handlar. Bankaffärer.  
028850 Inget.  
028856 Via säkerhetstjänster där man måste uppge exakt identitet.  
028864 inga alls  
028872 I de flesta sammanhang.  
028881 vet inte  
028917 Alltid  
028930 låne ansökning där det behövs.  
028932 Beställningar av olika slag, bankkontakter.  
028933 Betalning Vid betalning.  
028934 När man tar ut pengar.  
028940 kan inte tänka sig  
028943 så fort jag behöver skriva under  
028949 I de flesta fall när man använder sin namnteckning, tex  
       bankärenden.  
028950 Ärende med banken via dator.  
028964 Allt möjligt  
028974 Betalkort.  
028975 Bankomat  
028976 IP har inget förslag!  
028982 Ta ut pengar från banken  
028986 Vid identifiering. Säkerställande av identitet. Att veta  
       att motparten är den den uppger sig vara.  
028999 Om man ska in någonstans, så kan man ju använda fingeravtryck  
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       så vet de direkt.  
029001 nej vet inte  
029006 Dörren till hemmet.  
029007 Bankkort körkort  
029012 har ingen aning.  
029014 Helst vill jag använda min egna namnteckning istället.  
029020 Jag vet inte.  
029022 Att komma in på jobbet. I stället för att slå en kod.  
029023 bankärenden  
029040 I allting.  
029043 Vid bankkontakt eller överföring av pengar  
029046 bankuttag  
029048 1  
029050 ... Vet inte för jag är ju inte myndig.  
029056 Vet inte Vet inte  
029060 Vill inte  
029062 betalninga av räkning, köp via internet, val  
029064 nej  
029067 Köp och sånt.  
029075 skriver på något  
029077 Kortköp. Ej lån och större åtaganden. Vardagliga saker.  
029078 om jag tex åker utomlands ska iungen kunna stjäla ett  
       kort man måste ha båda  
029079 Papper att skriva under vid lån, allt möjligt  
029124 Inget särskilt.  
029133 Vid betalning istället för vanligt bankkort  
029135 inget sammanhang  
029140 Vet ej  
029148 har aldrig hört  
029155 Banktjänster  
029177 I datorn  
029179 Alla sammanhang  
029189 I allting. Hämta info., ringa.  
029191 myndighet bank  
029198 Bankaffärer.  
029213 I sammanhang då ip tar ut pengar.  
029218 vet inte  
029223 I alla sammanhang  
029236 Vid lämnande av deklarationen, vid kontakter med Skattemyndighet,  
       Försäkringskassan och CSN.  
029265 Inga.  
029267 rtydrtjh Vet ej  
029274 Kan inte svara på det  
029295 inge aning  
029299 Olika vanliga ärenden i butiker.  
029303 Hos myndigheter och till smärre bankärenden.  
029308 inget  
029311 automatiskt  
029312 mm  
029347 ID  
029351 ingenting  
029352 Varor och tjänster på internet.  
029355 kontoköp  
029368 Ansökningshandlingar  
029373 Kan inte svara på det.  
029374 ingen aning  
029395 Nej känner inget behov av det.  
029400 Kort utan kredit. Mindre transaktioner max 5000 kr.  
029400 Kort utan kredit. Mindre transaktioner max 5000 kr.  
029402 på ditt körkort  
029417 När det behövs  
029434 Inga  
029448 f  
029472 Kontakt med banken direkt.  
029479 Inget sammanhang. Inget sammanhang  
029491 i de flesta sammmanhangen  
029499 har inte funderat på detta  
029501 Inget sammanhang.  
029502 inget sammanhang  
029508 När det behövs  
029527 Kommer inte på något.  
029529 Bankärenden  
029536 Bankkontakter.  
029547 Vid bankärenden. Sekretessbelagda ärenden.  
029556 handla på internet  
029576 handla på internet  
029586 BANK AFFÄRER  
029590 inga, krångligt.  
029591 ingen anning  
029597 bankärenden, uttagi butik  
029601 Vid bankärenden.  
029643 I samband med datoranvändning.  
029645 Jag vet inte  
029646 Myndiheter.post,bank.  
029678 När jag själv skulle vilja använda eller komma åt mitt  
       konto.  
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029680 Betalar  
029700 Internettjänster med kod plus digital signatur.  
029703 När jag handlar. Ansökan om lån.  
029709 Köp på kontokort, bensinkort, alla bankkont  
029727 när man går i borgen för någon.  
029733 Vid lån,Köpa saker vid kreditkort  
029757 När man handlar, kanske.  
029759 Bankärendet Legitimering.  
029778 Aldrig  
029787 När jag handlar, slipper använda en massa koder.  
029791 bankkort  
029792 bankomat nyckel/koder  
029796 BETALA RÄKNINGAR ANSÖKNINGAR TILL LÅN KONTOKORT SKOLOR.  
029798 Vet inte  
029807 På skrift av dokument och attestering  
029816 Kanske vid myndighetskontakt  
029833 Utomlands  
029838 Deklarationen, när man ska skicka in något med underskrift  
       via internet. Deklarationen och när man ska skicka in  
       något med underskrift via internet.  
029854 Skriva kontrakt .Viktigare papper.  
029855 Kan inte svara på detta  
029868 Betala i affären.  
029873 Ip vet inte  
029915 Har ingen aning  
029929 Vet ej.  
029934 Vet inte vad det skulle vara.  
029941 vid handikapp  
029962 helst vanlig namnteckning  
029965 Vet ej.  
030011 Bankärender och över huvud taget.  
030017 Enklare saker ,när man betalar mindre grejer  
030026 inget  
030068 Dörrar eller portar  
030083 Bankbesök och post  
030091 När man handlar med kort. Bank,post.  
030112 när man inte kommer åt att skriva, typ genom datorn  
030132 När man skickar offerter till kunder så skulle man kunna  
       maila dem med sin elektroniska namnteckning så man slipper  
       att skriva. det skulle nog vara bra för företag men jag  
       är mer tveksam när det gäller till privatpersoner.  
030139 I alla sammanhang när man skriver sin namnteckning.  
030175 Alla möjliga bara systemet är bra.  
030181 OLika dokument, som lån m.m.  
030187 Vid inloggning i olika system.  
030208 banktjänst på internet affär  
030230 Banjuttag Lån Värdehandlingar.  
030238 finns inga  
030244 aldrig  
030272 Får se när det blir  
030285 Det känns säkrast med en vanlig namnteckning.  
030296 ingen aning  
030300 på banken när man handlar 
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